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**Background:** Little is known about clinical and virologic manifestations of HCoV and HRhV infections after HCT. HCoV and HRhV are not usually associated with severe illness but have been reported to cause pneumonia in immunocompromised patients.

**Methods:** From Dec. 2005-June 2008, prospective surveillance was performed on 215 allogeneic HCT recipients for 100 days post-HCT. Weekly symptom surveys, nasal washes and throat swabs were collected and samples were tested by RT-PCR. We tested for 4 different types of HCoV (OC43, 229E, HKU1 and NL63).

**Results:** Among 215 patients, the cumulative incidence estimate for HCoV infection at day 100 was 11.6 (95% CI, 7.3--15.9) and for HRhV was 20.9 (95% CI, 15.5--26.4); median time of first detection was 54 days (range 2--93) and 38 days (0--93), respectively. Incident virus infections occurred mostly in winter months for HCoV whereas HRhV infections occurred year-round. Prolonged viral shedding for ≥3 months was observed in 6 (13%) patients with HRhV and in 4 (16%) with HCoV. Twelve of the 25 (48%) subjects with HCoV and 4 of 45 (9%) with HRhV detections were asymptomatic during every week of virus detection. An additional 3 patients with \>10 samples positive for HRhV reported symptoms only once during the duration of positivity. Frequently reported symptoms associated with HRhV detection included rhinorrhea (52%), cough (32%), shortness of breath (32%), and wheezing (22%); symptoms reported with HCoV detections were similar to those when no virus was detected. Of the 45 cases of HRhV infection, 43 had upper respiratory infection only (URI) and 2 developed URI plus lower respiratory infection (LRI). None of the 25 cases of HCoV infection developed LRI. BAL was performed in 38 (18%) patients, 6 of whom had HRhV detection in upper respiratory samples. Two of these BALs tested positive for HRhV.

**Conclusion:** This prospective study is the first to describe the natural history of HCoV and HRhV infections during the first 100 days after HCT. HRhV and HCoV infections were common and prolonged shedding may occur. While HRhV frequently caused symptomatic URI and occasionally LRI, there was no apparent association with either URI or LRI in patients infected with HCoV in this study group. However, this study does not exclude the possibility that HCoV is a rare cause of lower tract disease. Studies are on-going to further investigate this.
